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Moderno Elisse LED Wall Lamp

Price 413.68 Euro

Availability Available

Shipping time 10 days

Number 1565

Manufacturer SKOFF

Product description
Sconce Moderno line Elisse SKOFF is created on the basis of the rectangle bent into the shape of an arc / semicircle. When the
aluminum surface is an LED module and above them is a rectangular transparent glass module convex in the same way as
part of the aluminum. The uniqueness of a combination of these noble materials manifests itself in subtle, but fully eye-
catching appearance. This prestigious product to the apartments, modern offices, and impressive bedroom. Successfully also
delight visitors luxury hotels. Height is 64,8cm Width - 15,6cm and depth - 9cm.

Lighting evolving. Currently, in addition to practical function, or even being just a cool gadget, the lighting has to intrigue,
attract attention. The proposal Elisse has a lot of extravagance and remains simple and elegant, in a way complementing
decor. On the other hand - his real advantage shows when ignited lights. Then he begins to understand why the designer
thought about that and not another appearance.

It is energy efficient - power consumption is only 11W. The color of light emission is a standard for LED lighting heat or cool
white. It is also important that appropriately advanced technology avoids the phenomenon of so-called. glare. The light beam
is pleasing on the eye and lights up the room as requested by the designer and then you. IP20 qualifies him for the interior,
where there is no risk of damage. In this delicacy but all his charm!
 

LED Wall Lamp for decorative and accent lighting

Advantages: Long life
Low power consumption
Robust design
Material: Glass and Aluminum

Application: luxurious apartments
spacious interiors
modern offices
hotels
public utility buildings

Available types

Colour of light Light temperature[K] power consumption [W] Light flux [lm] Index
warm white 3000 - 3500 11 720 ME-KIN-A-H
cool white 4500 - 5500 11 720 ME-KIN-A-W

Technical data

Supply voltage: 230V AC

Light source: LED

Ingress Protection
Rating:

IP20

Protection class: I

Commercial data

Device weight: 3,4 kg

Device dimensions: height: 648 mm, width: 156 mm, depth: 90 mm

Warranty period: 24 mo.
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This product has additional options:

Light color: Warm white , Cold white
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